The Interactive Simulation Language (ISL) is a powerful and easy-to-use software system for hybrid computers using any of several different minicomputers. Its principal features are: (Z ) Uniform programming for the analog and digital sections of the hybrid computer (2) &dquo;ExportabZe&dquo; software (3) variable time-scale selection for digital integration in real time or fast time (4) Automatic documentation of analog voltages (5) Automatic setup of analog potentiometers and digital coefficient attenuators (DCA's) (6) Automatic verification of analog patchboard wiring (7) Ability to solve large problems on several different computers (8) Efficient execution to digital programs. This paper illustrates the programming procedures and operational conveniences of ISL by showing how the language can be used in several different ways to solve a mass-spring-clamper system: aZZ-digitaZ, nonsynchronous hybrid, synchronous hybrid, and allanalog.
Interactive simulation language for hybrid computers ABSTRACT The Interactive Simulation Language (ISL) is a powerful and easy-to-use software system for hybrid computers using any of several different minicomputers. Its principal features are: (Z ) Uniform programming for the analog and digital sections of the hybrid computer (2) &dquo;ExportabZe&dquo; software
(3) variable time-scale selection for digital integration in real time or fast time (4) Automatic documentation of analog voltages (5) Automatic setup of analog potentiometers and digital coefficient attenuators (DCA's) (6) Automatic verification of analog patchboard wiring (7) Ability to solve large problems on several different computers (8) . ISL reduces the requirement for and simplifies scaling.
. ISL provides in effect both positive and negative (&dquo;bipolar&dquo;) inputs for addition and integration.
· ISL has a greater variety of mathematical elements than analog computers have.
· Pots may have gains greater than unity.
The use of analog-style operational elements for both the analog and digital portions of hybrid programming:
· Makes it easier to visualize the mathematical model · Simplifies digital programming.
We shall illustrate the use of ISL in obtaining alldigital, hybrid (synchronous and nonsynchronous), and all-analog solutions of the following mass-springdamper equation: Figure I shows the ISL model for an all-digital solution. Note the absence of inverters in the diagram; they are not needed because the polarity of the inputs to Integrator 2 are specified as being negative in the program. Note also that scaling is required for DAC 5 and DAC 6; it causes the picture on the scope to occupy the whole display on the CRT face. The scaling is painlessly accomplished by using the &dquo;multiplying&dquo; feature of these DAC's. It is clear from Figure 1 that the outputs of POT 0 and POT I must be read before Integrator 2 can carry out its function (obtaining the value of dy/dt = y) and that Integrator 3 must have y before it can calculate y.
The ISL program is &dquo;patched up&dquo; interactively at the console keyboard by using the elements defined in Appendix 1 and the commands of Appendix 2. The program listing for the all-digital solution appears in Table 1 . Note that each computing element has a unique &dquo;block&dquo; number.
The normal sequence for entering a new program is:
To erase the user program area with the K command . To enter the title of the new program (e.g.,
MASS-SPRING-DAMPER SYSTEM) with the J command
To enter the new program (e.g., as shown in Table 1 ).
The simplicity and directness of ISL are illustrated by the following &dquo;English translations&dquo; of selected lines from (Note: The FINISH element detects the end of the desired computation and causes the program to begin over again, thus regenerating the display on the 'scope.) ISL has an on-line compiler with error checking and diagnostics. Therefore most errors are detected as soon as they are made, and they can be corrected immediately. The MODIFY (M) command enables the user to make changes and corrections at a later time.
The program is run by using the commands in Appendix 2.
By typing I and a &dquo;carriage return,&dquo; the console printer will respond by asking for the integration , step-size S and the printing interval T. Since no printing is required, the value for the T entry is ignored. Table I MASS-SPRING-DAMPER SYSTEM Each ISL mathematical element is executed in sequence until the FIN block is reached (block 8). If the FIN statement is not satisfied (i.e., block 4 is less than block 9), control is transferred to block 0 for another iteration through the program. When the FIN statement is satisfied (block 4 is equal to or greater than block 9), the next block is evaluated until the END statement is reached. END transfers control back to the ISL monitor.
The computing process can be interrupted and the computer placed in HOLD mode for reading out component values, changing parameter values, modifying the program, changing integration step-size, etc. The computation process can then be continued if desired. Notice that ISL has operational modes of IC, HOLD, and COMPUTE that are similar to analog computer modes.
To save an ISL user program on tape or disk, one merely types the appropriate argument with the W command from the ISL monitor.
Programs can be reentered with the E command. ISL user programs writ-ten on paper tape are interchangeable with all other 16-bit computers for which ISL is available. Thus, ISL provides &dquo;exportable&dquo; user software. Table 2 MASS-SPRING-DAMPER SYSTEM WITH MANUAL CONTROL OF DAMPING COEFFICIENT ALL-DIGITAL SOLUTION WITH ANALOG POTENTIOMETER The damping coefficient can be varied with a hand-set potentiometer by replacing line 0 with an MUL and line 7 with an ADC command. Figure 2 shows the modified simulation diagram.
Figure 2 -Parameter change with analog pot
To view repetitive solutions (with a 'scope), an automatic-change-mode (CHM) instruction is added to the end of the program. Thus, when the CHM instruction is executed, the mode is changed from IC to COMPUTE or from COMPUTE to IC, and a new iteration sequence is started. Table 2 shows the modified ISL listing for this example. This program is run as explained in the section on all-digital solutions. Note that in the all-digital mode ISL allows communication with digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) and analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) units without otherwise controlling the modes of the analog computer. Table 3 HYBRID MASS-SPRING-DAMPER WITH
DIGITAL CALCULATION OF THE SECOND DERIVATIVE

NONSYNCHRONOUS HYBRID SOLUTION
On large problems it is not uncommon to run out of analog computing elements. When this happens the user must do at least one of the following: · Simplify the problem.
. Acquire more analog computing elements.
. Use the analog and digital computers together.
Frequently it is convenient to use the digital computer for algebraic calculations such as function generation, multiplication, division, log, sin, etc.
To illustrate, we shall use the analog computer for integration and the digital computer for the second derivative calculation. Figure 3 is the simulated diagram.
Notice that it is necessary to start both the analog and the digital computers at the same time. However, it is not necessary to control the iteration rate of the digital computer. The digital calculations occur at maximum rate.
The analog computer is timescaled to allow a stable solution. Table 3 shows ISL listing for this hybrid program. Table 4 SYNCHRONOUS SOLUTION OF MASS-SPRING-DAMPER
SYNCHRONOUS HYBRID OPERATION
When it is desired to integrate on both computers, it is necessary to clock the frame time of the digital computer so that its speed of integration will match that of the analog computer. The I command (Appendix 2) shows that it is necessary to enter the time step S, the clock frequncy T, and to specify the time-scale factor of the digital computer. If it is physically possible for the computer to accept this information, the computation process proceeds normally. If impossible, an error message is given.
The simulation diagram for synchronous operation is shown in Figure 4 and the ISL listing is in Table 4 .
As with previous examples, the console keyboard offers complete control over both computers.
ALL-ANALOG WITH AUTOMATIC POT SETTING Figure 5 shows the scaled analog simulation diagram. The pots for this simulation can be hand-set using the R command from the ISL Hybrid Monitor or they can be automatically set with an ISL program using the COF block as indicated in Figure 5 .
The pot-setting program is convenient for changing a parameter that appears in several pot settings (such as M). It is a simple matter to change the value of Figure 5 -Automatic pot setting Table 5 POT-SET PROGRAM M (line 12) with the P command and then run the potsetting program. The ISL hybrid monitor can be used for controlling modes if desired, or the problem can be run using the normal controls on the analog computer. The ISL listing for the pot-setting program is given in Table 5 .
SPEED AND COMPUTING CAPACITY
The largest (known) problem solved with ISL used 462 statements in its program and required 3820 memory locations.
Since the ISL program requires about 5K words of memory, this large problem could be (and was) solved with an 8K EAI 640 digital computer. With 32K words of memory a problem over 10 times as large can be solved on a digital computer. Table 6 gives the breakdown of the 462 math elements used.
The computing time required to execute all 462 blocks on the EAI 640 was 0.15 second. More modern minicomputers are much faster and thus can process large simulations much more rapidly than the 640. Table 6 LOOKING TO THE FUTURE As is typical of innovative languages, ISL is always being extended to meet the needs of users and to make it usable on more computers. It already works under the RT-11 and RDOS operating systems of the PDP-11 and NOVA computers. Work is in progress to enable ISL to operate under EAI's Disk Operating System. A recent improvement enables the user to change constants and pot settings from the keyboard while the program is running.
A new version of ISL which is in work uses an automatic two-pass compiler to produce in line assembly code. (Currently ISL uses a one-pass compiler and a one-pass interpreter.) The advantage of the new version is greater speed of program execution, but it comes at the price of using more memory. The new verison will not require consecutive numbering of statementsmerely that line numbers be in correct sequence (0, 5, 9, 10, 15,... ).
An extension of the above is a superefficient scaledfraction version of ISL called ISL-SF. This version will require scaling as do analog computers, but will have all the hooks for use with hybrid computers and will be upward compatible with ISL Mini-point. The advantage of this approach is that if the user wishes to check scaling he can read his ASCII program into ISL Mini-point. In addition the scaled-fraction system will operate from 5 to 10 times faster than the current system. (These systems are currently under development for the U.S. Army.) An Automatic Function Generator (AFG) has been developed which allows ISL to treat disk data files as though they were function-generator tables. This allows ISL to do data analysis on previously computed ISL results or on data in files placed on the disk through some other means.
We are currently working with a customer who is using ISL to tie in two NOVA computers (in a slaved fashion) to simulate nuclear processes. The purpose is to extend problem size and computing speed by using two digital computers. Communication between the two computers is being handled through the RDOS operating system.
